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One of the good things about the ACT is that it doesn't change all that much from test to test. This is especially true for the Reading section: Reading is always the third section of the ACT, there will always be excerpts on four subject areas, and each subject area will have 10 questions. So, what are the four types of ACT reading passages? Read on to find out!  Image credit
feature: Four Jukka Citting, used under CC BY 2.0/Cropped from the original. 4 Passages to rule them All 4 types of passages in the ACT are always the same, and are always presented in the same manner: 1. Prose Fiction/Literary Narrative, 2. Social Sciences, 3. Humanities, and 4. Natural Sciences. ACT, Inc. has an exhaustive list of all the topics that can be covered in each of
these areas, but it is kind of overwhelming. To make it a little easier to understand exactly what is covered in each subject area, I summarized each type of passage, as well as the questions you're likely to see on them, below. Prose Fiction / Literary Narrative These passages usually consist of excerpts from fiction or literary memoirs. You will probably be asked... questions about
the main thematic questions about the narrator's tone and intentions (for example, what did the narrator mean when she used this particular phrase or word?) what questions are and do not answer social science passages These passages usually consist of direct discussion of topics in social sciences, including areas such as psychology (mind study), sociology (research of
societies) and education. You will probably be asked... to paraphrase how the information from the passage describes the subject of the passage, with which statements the author agrees (i.e. what is the essence of the passage), if the passage about a particular person (e.g. Harriet Tubman), often raises questions about the point of view of the subject of initiation, rather than the
author's point of view (as opposed to the prose of fiction/literary narration or humanitarian passages, which often deal with the author). Humanities These excerpts from can be from personal essays or memoirs, as well as on humanitarian fields like art, literature, media, or philosophy. The questions about humanities passages are similar to prosaic fiction in that you are more likely
to be asked about the tone or point of view of the passage or narrator versus social science or natural science passages. Natural Sciences These are non-fiction passages to write about SCIENCE. Topics can range from subjects that you probably covered in school, like bio, chemistry, or physics, to more esoteric fields like astronomy, technology or medicine (no paleontology yet,
but I can always dream). You don't need scientific information to understand the passages; All you need is solid reading skills. (The same applies to ACT science Getting to know the science of writing, however, can make you feel less intimidated by these passages when you have to deal with them in the ACT. Like social science issues, natural science issues tend to focus more
on specific details or statements that can be backed up by evidence from the passage. The typical question you can see is which of the following statements is confirmed by the information in the fourth paragraph? How do I know where my problems are? So how do you know if you're struggling with some types of pass more than others? Follow these steps to find out your
weaknesses. Step 1: Take the temporary practice of the ACT test, in order, and evaluate it. As Reading ranks third in the ACT, it is important to accept it as part of an orderly and orderly ACT. How your brain copes with the reading section when you're just practicing reading passages and answering questions about them is likely different from how it will do after it's tired of English
and Math Step 2: Compare your social studies/science and arts/literature subscores. Your social research/science subscore is just a combination of your scores on social sciences and science aisles, while your art/literature subscore is a combination of your scores on prose fiction/literary storytelling/humanitarian passages. Most official scoring charts will provide you with the
information you need to calculate these subcors, which will be out of 20. You can even calculate them for yourself: your arts/literature subscore questions 1-10 questions are 21-30, while social research/science subscore questions 11-20 questions 31-40. Is there a significant difference between your social studies/sciences and arts/literature subscores? More than the difference
of 1-2 points between subcors indicates the difference in which it is worth paying attention. For example, if you've received 12/20 social studies/sciences subcor and 17/20 arts/literature subsms, you would definitely like to focus your training on social sciences and natural sciences passages. Step 3: For each of the four types of passages, compare how many questions you
answered incorrectly. Since there are 10 questions in each section, it's pretty easy to make percentages - 1 question is wrong 90%, 4 questions wrong 60%, and so on. Comparing your scores on each of the types of passages can be very illuminating because it can shed light on areas that you may not have realized you've had problems with. Example from My Life: Prose Fiction
excerpts are the least easy to read for me, but I find questions on these types easiest because there are fewer specific things to ask about (especially compared to Science or natural sciences passages). When I did the amenable practice of reading the ACT, I got 1 wrong on social sciences and two wrong on natural sciences passages; if I was taking the test for real, I would start
my training by first focusing on the natural sciences aisles and then the social science aisles. Step 4: To be absolutely sure, take multiple ACT practical test deadlines sometimes, even if you're usually good at pass type, a particularly difficult pass can throw you in and get you to get more questions wrong than you normally would in that area. If you think this could be the case at
the time of the ACT hands-on test you took and you have the time, feel free to take another time practical test. The more accurate the data you have, the better you can structure your training. Step 5: Once you know what passages you are struggling with, focus your preparation for reading on these passages. While there are some questions that tend to appear more on some
types of aisle than others (more on that in upcoming articles), most different types of questions can and will be asked about each of the four types of passage. By focusing on a certain type of aisle you have a problem with, you will both increase your skill in extracting information from passages you find challenging, and familiarize yourself with the different ways the ACT will
question you (a skill that will then carry through all types of aisle). Detective by paurian, used according to CC BY 2.0. Be a detective and hunt down your weak ACT Reading aisle types. What do I do next? Now that you know about 4 types of excerpts, learn more about how to do well at ACT Reading. Want more information about what is actually being tested on ACT Reading?
We have an article for you. Find out how best to approach act Reading with our full guidance. Having trouble finishing ACT Reading in time? Read our article tips on how to avoid this terrible fate. Aiming for the top score? Read on how you can get 36 at ACT Reading. Want to improve your ACT score by 4 points? Check out our best-in-class online ACT training program. We
guarantee your money back if you don't improve your ACT score by 4 points or more. Our program is completely online and it adjusts your program to prepare for your strengths and weaknesses. We also have experienced instructors who can view each of your ACT practice essays, giving feedback on how to improve your score. Check out our 5-day free trial: Sometimes the SAT
Reading section will ask you about literary terms. But how often? And what terms do you have to be familiar with in order to get these questions right? This article will give you a low down on what you To know. Review: Literary Conditions on the Current SAT Current Section sat Reading covers literary terms in a less direct way than the 2005-2015 version of the test test never asks
you to define a specific literary technique, but passages are more complex than they were in the past, and sometimes you will need to rely on knowledge of literary terms to answer questions that are not directly related. I'll give you a few examples to demonstrate what I mean. An example #1 Which choice best describes the development model of the passage? A. Careful analysis
of traditional practiceB. A detailed image of a meaningful meetingC. The final answer to a number of questionsD. Hilarious recount of amusing anecdote Although this question contains no direct reference to literary terms, it requires some knowledge of vocabulary related to the technique of writing. In order to understand the choice of D, you need to know what an anecdote is (it's
just a personal story). You should also have a good idea of what this issue means under the development model and strong enough reading skills to determine which option best represents the structure of the passage. An example of #2 According to the passage, Wolf chooses to set up the bridge because it A. promotes the mood of whimsical reflectionB. provides a good view of
the procession of sons of educated menC. is within sight of the historical episodes to which she refers. is a symbol of the legacy of past and present sons of educated people For this question, we must understand the answer choice, which includes several literary terms including mood, allusion and symbolism. This means that background knowledge of literary terms is useful, if not
completely necessary in order to feel comfortable with the subject. However, words are used in such a way that you can figure out what choosing a response means without knowing super specific definitions of terms if you pay close attention to the context of the clues. An example of a question #3 this question closer than another example to ask about literary terms directly. I'll go
into more detail on how to interpret it and find the right answer. The description of how Lady Carlotta put the doctrine of non-interference in practice (line 14-15) basically serves A. foreshadows her ability to deception.B. illustrate the subtle cruelty in her nature.C. to provide a humorous insight into her character.D. explain the surprising change in her behavior. The choice of
answer in this question includes references to omen and humor, two common literary terms.  Here's a string of question references: Only once did she put the doctrine of non-interference into practice, when one of his most eloquent exhibitors were besieged for nearly three hours in a small and extremely uncomfortable can-tree of an angry boar-pig, while Lady Carlotta, on the
other side of the fence, proceeded to an aqua-color sketch she engaged in, and refused between a boar and his prisoner. Finding a Solution (Elimination Process) Now I will go through all the options in detail to show you how and why three of the four of them can be eliminated based on what we know about the meaning of literary terms and the content of the passage.  Choice A:
foreshadows her ability to cheat by putting aside the omen aspect of this answer as Lady Carlotta being deceptive in the aisle? It would be deceptive if she offered to help the prisoner and then failed to comply, but that's not what happened. This answer can already be eliminated without looking further in the aisle to see if the incident augurs. Choice B: Illustrate the subtle cruelty
in its nature There is no subtle cruelty illustrated here. Anyway, it's outright cruelty because she just refuses to help a woman who's trapped in a boar. However, since a woman trapped in a boar is one of the eloquent representatives of the doctrine of non-interference, it would not be quite right to say that this is cruelty. This woman is a victim of the policies she advocates. This
answer can also be eliminated. (Side Note: If you don't know what is thin, you may still be able to figure out this choice of answer, but it will be difficult. This selection shows how vocabulary in questions and passages about the new SAT is getting harder in order to compensate for eliminating the issues completing the sentence.) Choice C: Provide a humorous insight into her
character This answer makes the most sense. Events in the passage mean that Lady Carlotta has a sense of humor; it allows a woman trapped in a boar to be betrayed by her belief in non-interference. I imagine Lady Carlotta doing her watercolor sketch, looking at a woman in a tree and being like But you said I shouldn't get involved! There's nothing I can do! In a really fake-
good tone. Choice D: Explaining the surprising change in her behavior This incident makes a sign of a change in her behavior because earlier in the passage she ignores her friends insisting on non-interference. It's no surprise change though. It's a logical reaction based on Lady Carlotta's sense of humor (and karma). Get rid of that answer! Choosing C is the right answer! The
most smug boar I've ever seen, and I've seen a few smug boars in my time. This question is the closest you get to question directly about literary terms, but that doesn't mean they don't matter. You still need to know the meanings of metaphor, irony and humor. Even if these words are not the answers to questions, it will be helpful for you to be aware of their definitions. Take, for
example, this paragraph sample passage: To avoid ... evil inconsequence and universality, ten times worse than stubbornness and blind prejudice, we have sanctioned the state that no man should approach to look at its flaws or corruption, but with due care; that he should never dream of the beginning of his reformation of his subversive activities; that he should approach the
state's mistakes in regards to his father's wounds, with pious trepidation and awe of care. This wise prejudice teaches us with horror to look at those children of our country who quickly recklessly break into pieces of this elderly parent and put it in the kettle of magicians, in the hope that with their poisonous algae and wild spells they can revive the paternal constitution and restore
the life of their father. This passage uses the metaphor of comparing the state with a sick father figure to emphasize its point about how people should approach changes in government. This can be misleading or completely incomprehensible if you are not comfortable with the extended use of similes and metaphors in writing. The SAT compensated for the elimination of the
completion of the sentence by adding in excerpts that include more complex vocabulary words and advanced literary methods. A list of Vocabulary Terms to summarize, here's a full list of literary terms that will be useful for you to know for reading questions on the SAT: Allusion Analogy Analysis Anecdote foreshadowing the humor of the Irony Metaphor Of Mood Simile Symbolism
Tone Conclusion About the current SAT, there are no questions that are asked directly about the use of literary devices. However, knowledge of literary terms is still useful in interpreting passages and responses to choices that sometimes use these methods in their descriptions of ideas and events. Knowledge of literary terms is not vital to doing well on the SAT, but it is helpful to
know some basic definitions, so you will feel more confident if you are faced with any questions that are asked about them! What's next? Want to know what skills you need to ace the SAT Reading section? Check out our article about what's actually tested. If you're worried about vocabulary, read these articles about the importance of vocabulary on the SAT and the best way to
learn sat vocabulary words. If you're unsure whether you should take the SAT or ACT, take a look at this article that outlines the differences between the two. Want to improve your SAT score by 160 points? Check out our best-in-class online SAT training program. We guarantee your money back if you don't improve your SAT score by 160 points or more. Our program is
completely online and it customizes what you are learning to your strengths and weaknesses. If you liked this reading lesson, you'll love our program. Along with more detailed lessons, you'll get thousands challenges organized by individual skills, so you learn most effectively. We will also You have a step-by-step program to follow, so you'll never be confused about what to learn
next. Check out our 5-day free trial: trial: reading passages grade 2 pdf. maze reading passages grade 2. qar reading passages grade 2. close reading passages grade 2. nonfiction reading passages grade 2. cloze reading passages grade 2. shared reading passages grade 2. fluency reading passages grade 2
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